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• Long involvement in nuclear research, but no nuclear power
– 4 research reactors

• N0RA, JEEP I closed in late 1960s

• JEEP II, HBWR – operating when IRRS requested

– 3 nuclear sites operated by IFE
• Kjeller – research reactors, support facilities, radioactive waste 

management

• Halden – research reactor

• Himdalen – disposal facility for LILW-SL

• Large oil and gas industry (offshore)
– Gulen – dedicated disposal facility for NORM waste, operated by 

Wergeland Halsvik AS

• Mining and minerals
– ‘Typical’ NORM

– Acid-producing rocks, e.g. alum shale – largest volume of radioactive 
waste

– Some privately operated disposal facilities can accept some NORM

– Some legacy sites from past mining need remediation

• Medical, industrial, research applications
– Mostly typical types and quantities

– Managed by IFE

Setting – Norway



Setting – international

• Bilateral cooperation
– Nuclear Action Plan

– Regulatory support to Russia, Ukraine, Central Asia

• Regional cooperation
– Nordic countries

• International organisations
– IAEA

– OECD/NEA

• Conventions
– CNS, Joint Convention, CPPNM, Early Notification and Assistance

– Espoo, Aarhus

– OSPAR (Protection of Marine Environment of NE Atlantic)



Setting – IRRS in Norway

• Schedule
– Changes in status of NRPA in relation to minstries 2016 and 2017

– Request to IAEA 2017

– Self-assessment 2018–2019 (~ 1 year)

– Mission 17–28 June 2019 (2 weeks)

• Complications
– Decisions to permanently close research reactors 2018 and 2019, earlier than planned

– New State organisation NND created in 2018 – will become operator for decommissioning and radioactive
waste management

– (NRPA renamed DSA from 1 January 2019)

• Scope of IRRS
– DSA

– Responsible ministries (health, environment, foreign affairs)

• Reports publicly available:
– DSA Self-assessment DSA report 06-2019 IRRS.pdf

– IAEA Mission report IAEA Report DOC

https://dsa.no/publikasjoner/_/attachment/inline/0f5654aa-61d1-4f0e-854a-ddbb074ed396:93d360c0de99a7d7a7427689c70fb28a5d883c31/DSA%20report%2006-2019%20IRRS.pdf
https://www.iaea.org/sites/default/files/documents/review-missions/irrs_norway_2019.pdf


Setting – Norwegian reg. framework

• Non-prescriptive
– Only one nuclear operator, one regulator

– Broad objectives and requirements
• In laws, regulations, licence conditions

– Many things delegated to DSA as ‘national expert body’

– Regulations often much less detailed than IAEA safety standards
• IRRS needed lot of explanations how requirements are applied

• Many of IRRS recommendations relate to DSA developing regulations and 
guides

• IRRS can also address prescriptive system, but results could be 
different…



• For a ‘small’ country
– International meetings often tend to focus on ‘big’ issues relevant to 

‘big’ countries
• IRRS team has experience from countries with large nuclear programmes, 

major events

• But also from other ‘small’ countries

– Not always easy to apply IAEA safety standards
• ‘General’ standards typically describe what is needed for a nuclear power 

programme and add ‘graded approach’

• Specific standards help to find ‘graded approach’ but still need to cover 
issues relevant to wide range of countries

– IRRS focuses on your issues
• With a larger, more diverse, group than usual…

Experiences (1)



• Regulators in ‘small’ countries may overestimate problem
– Become overwhelmed thinking they are way behind

– IRRS can give perspective

– Team members are human too…

• Or may underestimate problem
– IRRS gives example of professional rigour needed in ‘large’ countries

– Points out all of the international standards that apply, even for a 
‘small’ country

– …and potential consequences of not doing enough…

• Can help to find right balance for your country

Experiences (2)



• Self-assessment process
– Take stock of all activities, not just current day-to-day tasks

– Improve understanding of international obligations and standards

– Everybody works on it at the same time

– Wide involvement, internal cooperation

– Chance to review priorities

• Mission
– Contact with experts with different experiences

• Recommendations and suggestions
– Consistency with international standards

– Learning from international experience

– Support for obtaining necessary resources

Benefits



• Volume of regulatory tasks smaller than for NPP State, 
but range of tasks may be almost as large
– Individuals in regulatory body may do several different jobs

• Self-assessment
– Better understanding of breadth of colleagues’ knowledge and 

experience (and possible gaps!)

– Basis for better internal cooperation

• Mission
– Experience of other countries especially important when need 

to cover wide range of subjects

Benefits for ‘small’ country



Planning, Expectations

• Timing was good and bad for Norway
– Transition needed from operation to decommissioning and 

waste management, earlier than expected
• And from old to new operator

– Some IRRS recommendations were soon redundant

• Action plan
– IRRS recommendations for Government and DSA

– Working on it…

• IRRS follow-up – in a few years
– That may also be time for ARTEMIS…



Thank you!


